GENERALIZED FIBONACCI SEQUENCES
In this study by a sequence we shall understand a function with real value3 whose domain is the set of all integers C. In particular, by a Fibonacci sequence we understand a function C3n --c n e R satisfying the following condition: for every n £ C we have c n-1 + °n = c n+1'
Let us observe first that if nc n is a sequence, then for any peC tho sequence n--c", (obtained from that n+ p one by shifting) is also a P, sequence. Every sequence of the form n -• ac n where aeR is a P. sequence too.
For any a,beR the function n -" c n defined on two consecutive integers c " = a. c = b n-1 * n can be extended in only one way to a Fibonacci sequence, since two neighbouring entries a,b determine the following and the preceding ones
Fibonacci sequences of which one may be obtained from another by shifting or multiplying by a constant non-zero factor we shall consider equal -it's an equivalence relation.
T.Kreld
We observe that there is only one P. sequence constant« c Q = 0 -from the equation c+c = c we get c = 0, and exactly two geometrio P. sequences: from the equation 1 + q = q^ we obtain solutions q » g and q » -^ where g = -the entries of the first of them have a constant sign, and the other one alternates in signs.
Let a,b be any real numbers. Let us consider the Fibonacci sequenoe obtained by extending the pair (a,b):
.
•.,b-a,a,b,a+b,a+2b,... Sinoe shifting of indices does not signify, we assume c Q = a, c.j = b. We have then n n-1 n ' where f n is the "ordinary" ...,a,--a, r a,... This implies that the sequence c n has a constant sign from some index on. Excluding three particular sequences described before let us consider those P. sequenoes which are positive from some place on (they are of course all P. sequenoes, regarding the equivalence, so it is only an ostensible restriction).
Lemma. Let C a n -c n be a Fibonacci sequence positive from some place on, different from the geometric seo quenoe ...,1,g,g »... . 'mere exists exactly one index n such that n-i n Proof. We notice first that for the ordinary Fibonacci sequence f fi the following formula holds f " = (-1) n+1 f n -n n which is easy to check by induction. Next 'f., v\ /vi li» HT+Z -li* va n -00 \ n / n -»» n -i-BrfO with n -«--«5 alternates in sign from some place on. Let n-2 be the greatest index for which the appropriate entry cn_2 is negative. For such n we have 
